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“PANCHGANI DECLARATION”
by the Participants of the
st
1 International Conference on Universal Human Values
(11-12 June 2016)
We
The participants of the 1st International Conference on Universal Human Values, gathered at the
Bahá'í Academy in Panchgani on 11 and 12 June 2016, affiliated to 14 Indian Universities as well
as Institutions in 8 other countries -- Switzerland, USA, Saint Lucia Caribbean Islands, Ethiopia,
Romania, Russia, Germany and Kuwait;
1. Determined to advance universal human values, peace and development for all humanity
everywhere;
2. Acknowledge the role the higher educational institutions, teachers and students can play in
the advancement of civilization the world over; And
3. Convinced that the greatest excitement about the future is that we can shape it;
Reaffirm our commitment to:
1. Help building students' and teachers' ethical research capacities to become confident, skillful
and capable in undertaking such research projects that contribute to the national and global
integration and development, thus becoming change makers and builders of a better society;
2. Practice and promote universal human values that should be the source code for all our
personal and professional life and community development, whether educational, social,
legal, economic, environmental, or scientific;
3. Empower the youth, who can move the world, with a world embracing vision and moral
capabilities based on Constitutional Values of justice, liberty, equality, and fraternity to create
a world civilization whose hallmark is universal fraternity and unity in diversity for the entire
human family;
4. Help reinforce scientific temper and reasoning faculty of the youth to do away with blind
beliefs, stimulate unrestricted investigation of truth and take the whole world community up
the ladder of an all-inclusive progress.
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1st International Conference on Universal Human Values
Organized by the Bahá’í Academy in Association with
The Department of Education, Shivaji University, and IIOPM, Australia,
(Panchgani, June 11-12, 2016)
A REPORT
The 1st International Conference on Universal Human Values, organized by the Baha'i Academy in
association with the Department of Education, Shivaji University, and IIOPM, Australia, was
successfully held on June 11-12 in Panchgani. The Conference was attended by about 230
participants representing 14 Universities from India. The Conference also saw presentations from
Switzerland, USA, Russia, Romania, Caribbean, Germany and Ethiopia.
Inaugural Function: The Conference began with chanting of a
Unity Prayer and lighting the Samayee Lamp. Dr. Shashikala
Gaikwad, the Conference Coordinator, read six messages of
support for the event received from various universities,
organizations and individuals. These included messages from
Mr. L. K. Advani, Hon'ble Member of Parliament, Prof. Dr.
Devanand B. Shinde, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of Shivaji
University, Prof. Manikear M. Salunkhe, the Hon'ble ViceChancellor of Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra Open
University , Prof. Wasudev N. Gade, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of
Savitribai Phule Pune University; Prof. Sanjay Deshmukh,
Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of University of Mumbai, Prof. Ashutosh
Mishra, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya,
Mrs. Elizabeth Slosar, Executive Director, Buckminster Center
for Sustainability & Spirituality, Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville, USA, and others. It was noted in one Message that
the theme and purpose of the Conference provided a “beacon of light and hope in a gloomy world.”
Mr. Lesan Azadi, Director of the Baha'i Academy, felicitated the Chief Guest Prof. Dr. D.B. Shinde,
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the Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of Shivaji University, and Dr. Pratibha S. Patankar, HOD, Department
of Education of Shivaji University, a partner in organizing the Conference.
The Inaugural Function then moved on by felicitating two distinguished guests of honour who had
been awarded Padmashree by the Hon'ble President of India. They were, first,Padmashree Prof.
Ganapati D. Yadav, an eminent scientist and Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor of Institute of Chemical
Technology Elite University, Mumbai, and R. T. Mody, Distinguished Professor, Jagdish Chandra
Bose National Fellow (DST-GOI); and, second,Padmashree Dr. Janak Palta McGilligan, Member of
the Bahá’í Academy Board and a distinguished personality in women's empowerment and
sustainable development in Madhya Pradesh. Following their felicitations that celebrated their
Padmashree awards, Prof. Yadav and Dr. McGilligan were requested to deliver speeches to the
assembly. The participants were delighted to partake of their insights and experiences in the fields of
science and social development.
Keynote speakers Dr J. F. Patil, former HOD of Economics, Shivaji University, Dr. Jean-Pierre
Mean, Attorney at Law, Geneva, Switzerland and Dr. Jeanne Aguirre, former professor at Southern
Illinois University, USA, were then felicitated by the Director of the Bahá'í Academy.
Following opening remarks of welcome by the Conference Chairman Lesan Azadi, Prof. Dr. D.B.
Shinde gave the inaugural address, which presented several perspectives on the role of education
and the need for transformation and positive growth in society. He said, “If we do not seek human
values in the quiet moments of our life, we are not likely to find them when trouble strikes. How do we
start imbibing more human values? That is through the habit of happiness through which we can
look positively towards the human values. We have many habits except happiness! And throughout
life we remain unhappy looking at the happiness of others. Values teach you how to develop the
habit of happiness. Because nobody else can do it for you therefore it is said never accept the
definition of life from others; it is your life and define it yourself. Many times we compare ourselves
with someone else; compare it to yourself only because no one knows you better than yourself. You
have the best competitor in yourself. You are the writer, the producer, the director and the creator of
your own life. Albert Einstein said, “Try not to become a person of success; try to become a person of
values.” The beauty of human relations comes from human values.”
The opening day of the conference was enhanced further by releasing, at the hands of Prof. Dr. D.
B. Shinde, a new publication (May 2016) of the Bahá'í Academy entitled “Education In Action:
Stories of Service Learning Activities and Projects Carried Out by the Students of Education in
Universal Human Values in their Extended Families & Communities”. In this book, students
“Education in Action” Stories of Service Learning
Activities and Projects Carried Out by the Students of
Education in Universal Human Values in their Extended
Families & Communities”. In this book, students describe
their service learning experiences, their personal
reflections, and their many projects related to such topics as
promoting gender equality, cleanliness and environmental
projects, promoting literacy, health and hygiene, educating
people on human rights, confronting blind beliefs,
encouraging junior youth, and fostering community unity.
describe their service learning experiences, their personal reflections, and their many projects
related to such topics as promoting gender equality, cleanliness and environmental projects,
promoting literacy, health and hygiene, educating people on human rights, confronting blind beliefs,
encouraging junior youth, and fostering community unity. Another highlight of the Inaugural
Function was the release of “The Bahá'í Academy Song”. The song was composed in English by
Lesan Azadi and translated into Marathi and set to music by Dr. Bharati D. Vaishampayan who, to
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the delight of all, personally performed it for the
Conference, with the Conference participants
joining along. The participants sang the song
again the next day at the start of the session.
Participants: Approximately 230 persons
attended the Conference. They included
students (U.G., P.G. And Ph.D.) and
participants representing 14 universities,
scores of colleges as well as interested
individuals. A total of 85 papers were presented
in 10 concurrent sessions, each pertaining to
an aspect of the 4 sub-themes of the
conference, which comprised the need for
education in universal human values from the
following perspectives:
1. Economic,
2. Social and educational,
3. Scientific,
4. Environmental.
The presentations also came from USA, Germany, Romania, St. Louis Island, Ethiopia and Russia.
Four keynote addresses and four speeches were presented by eminent personalities on these
subthemes, as well as final remarks by guests of honor upon the closing of the Conference.
Keynote Addresses and Speeches: Highlights
Sub-theme: Need for Education in Universal Human Values from an Economic
Perspective
Dr. J. F. Patil (former HOD of Economics, Shivaji University, Kolhapur) said, “At the outset, I
congratulate and thank the organizers for this conference on Universal Values when all around,
most of the intellectuals as well as social leaders speak and promote material values such as
maximization of satisfaction from consumption of goods and services, maximization of profit in
production and trade (distribution), concentration of power through manipulation of social attributes
like language, caste, creed, region, sex, religion and even colour and complexion. … Now, let me
come to universal human values in the context of Economics, which was once described as a dismal
science, but which is now, the queen of social sciences, and described by Nobel Laureate Paul
Samuelson as the "Great conversation of the Age." However, looking at Economics as a positive
science, most of the basic postulates of economics essentially clash with brotherhood, fraternity,
love, sympathy and empathy which are higher level human values… Here, a natural question,
emerges, 'Is economics concerned with values?'… Universal human values of charity, equity, nonexploitation (non-violence); anti-poverty legislation, pro-worker legislation, progressive taxation,
subsidization, poverty alleviation plans and programmes, laws of inheritance, property, wealth, gift
and even consumption restricting taxation, all became a part of the widely accepted policies in latter
half of twentieth century.
“In economics, fighting poverty everywhere became a social concern- Better, more egalitarian
distribution of wealth and opportunity assured employment, health / food security and the right to
education became prominent policy avenues. Welfare economics maintains that more equal
distribution of materials enhances welfare… Yes, at present, economics is not restricted only to
wealth, growth rates and profit maximization, but it is becoming more and more a humane, social
science, with greater possibilities of measuring human happiness in terms of Universal Human
Values. Unto this last of Bible, Pareto optima, Samuelson Bergson's compensation principle, John
Rawls' fairness principle and a much deeper understanding of human behavior (utility, indifference,
satisfaction) based on advances in psychology and application of quantitative techniques as also a
revolution in communication and transparency resulting from IT. Economics is becoming more and
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more concerned with love, affection, caring and sharing (co-operation) equity, non-exploitation and
anti-poverty, liberty and world fraternity, which are the Universal Human Values.”
Dr. Jean-Pierre Mean (Attorney at Law from Geneva, Switzerland) delivered a keynote address on
Combating Corruption with Human Values. Dr. Mean noted the increased attention currently given
to the problem of corruption in both public and private spheres, emphasizing the breach of trust that
permeates such misdeeds and the need to reinforce the idea that corruption is not only illegal but
morally reprehensible, and must be exposed as such. Although those in positions of power are
becoming more aware that their behaviors are being scrutinized by a more informed public,
attitudes toward corruption will only change by systematically promoting and developing a
worldwide value system based on integrity, trustworthiness, honesty, consistency, and commitment
to the public good. The modern state has brought an improvement to earlier forms of government by
introducing the idea that all power rests with the people and is only delegated to those in
government in trust. The rule of law aims to solidify the architecture of the modern state by
establishing a neutral term of reference which applies to all ; The rule of law alone is not sufficient to
efficiently combat corruption because it cannot modify attitudes and because the deterrent effect of
the law is very low in the case of corruption as only a few cases are brought to court. Attitudes
towards corruption will only change by promoting and developing a value reference system based
on integrity. The values which will allow us to combat corruption efficiently include trust,
trustworthiness, honesty, consistency and commitment to the public good.
Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from the Social and
Educational Perspectives
Dr. Mrs. P. S. Patankar (HOD and Professor,
Department of Education of Shivaji University)
said,“Values are embedded in every word we
select and speak, what we wear, ways in which
we interact, our perceptions and interpretation of
others reactions in what we say & so on.
Philosophically, values are those standards or
codes for moral behavior conditioned by one's
cultural tenets and guarded by conscience, which
shape one's life by integrating one's beliefs, ideas
and attitudes in order to realize cherished ideals
and aims of life. Values are yardstick which we
use to guide the actions, attitudes, comparisons,
evaluations and justifications of others and
ourselves….In Indian Culture truth, goodness
and beauty are the universal and intrinsic values.” Dr. Patankar spoke of Patanjali's Yogashastra,
Patanjali's eight stages for Yoga, Patanjali's list of the five Yamas, and Patanjali's list of the five
Niyamas. She said the Ancient Indian system of Education has always been synonymous with
'Man-making Education' with its holistic approach to the harmonious multidimensional growth of the
personalities of students. This system of education was 'value based and imparting knowledge and
skills was secondary to the inculcation of values. In modern times, due to the misconception of
modernity and development, these values have deteriorated in India as in other parts of the world. In
the modern educational system head (IQ) has attained precedence over heart (EQ). This concern is
reflected in the recommendations of Commissions, Policy makers and educators etc. from time to
time. The University Education commission (1948-49) said “If we exclude spiritual training in our
institutions, we would be untrue to our whole historical development”…. The Indian Education
Commission (1964-66) pointed to the absence of provision for education in social, moral and
spiritual values as a serious defect in the curriculum…. NPE (1986) expressed concern over the
erosion of essential values. Education should be a forceful tool for the cultivation of social and moral
values. Education should foster universal and eternal Values.
Prof. Patankar said, “The idea that values should be fostered through education has been best
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expressed in the constitution of India. The Indian constitution has explicitly laid down the
fundamental duties of Citizens in Article 51 A:
q Promote harmony and spirit of common brotherhood
q Renounce practices derogatory to the dignity of women
q Value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture
q Protect and improve the natural environment
q Develop the scientific temper
q Abjure violence
q Strive towards excellence in all spheres of individuals and collective activity so that the
nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour and achievement”
Dr. Jeanne Aguirre (Board Member of the Buckminster Fuller Center at Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville, Illinois, U.S.A., and former professor) delivered the keynote address on the subtheme
of social and educational perspective, speaking on Bullying and the Need for Transformation of
Character. Dr. Aguirre noted Fuller's mission to “make the world work for 100% of the people”, and
described the currently noteworthy problem of bullying among school youth in the US, calling it a
symptom of social apathy and poverty of spirit. She suggested that universal human values include
all those values that promote helping and healing humanity with respect for all its diversity,
emphasizing that anti-social behavior must be addressed so that schools can become communities
of virtues. She noted that character education programs in the US differ from state-to-state in many
respects, and their effectiveness is still debated. In that regard, the Bahá’í Academy’s service
learning program is an inspiring example of how to provide true transformational experience in
character-building.
Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from a Scientific
Perspective
Dr. Avinash De Sousa, Consultant Psychiatrist and
Consultant Psychotherapist, and Secretary of IIOPM,
Australia, opened Day 2 with the subtheme of universal
human values from scientific perspective, from his point
of view as a psychiatrist who sees a lot of transformation
among individuals and also in school psychology. He
said: “Every value is brain-based even though we don't
realize it, so we must consider neuroscience in light of
other disciplines. Behavior is shaped in early
foundations of culture and family and is strongly shaped
by experiences in subsequent stages. Multiple
influences along with genetics shape behavior. Values
and behaviors can change over time even anger can be
transformed in a constructive way. For example,
forgiveness can allow you to remember something but in
a different light so that you can move on in a positive
fashion. And if you are happy and content, you can give
happiness and contentment to others. Value education
affects biology because it can have a transformative
effect on behaviors. Every act of kindness changes the
brain. It begins Day One in the home. The study of
human values is scientific and multi-disciplinary. We
need to be aware how neurobiology correlates to human
values. There is no neuroscience without other sciences intertwined. Human beings differ
individually, though basic brain structure changes over time. Every psychological transformation is
biological.” Dr. De Sousa also recommended several books: The Moral Arc, Moral Minds, Brain
trust, and The Angels of Our Better Nature.
Sub-theme: The Need for Universal Human Values from an Environmental Perspective
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Dr. N. J. Pawar delivered the keynote address on
the subtheme of the need for universal human
values from an environmental perspective. He
noted that it was important to consider the
environment from several viewpoints, saying “How
do you apply your own mind to imagine how the
environment works? It's impossible to perceive. But
we can try to develop the ability to think about things
from the perspective of the environment.” Dr.
Pawar posed 4 basic questions: “Should the
present generation conserve resources for future
generations? Is it OK to destroy forests to create
jobs? Are humans justified in driving certain
species of animals to extinction? Is it OK for
communities to be exposed to more pollution than others?” The main question is a matter of
resources and bio-ethics. Without food and water, we can't survive…. we have an obligation, when
we inherit something from a prior generation, to give to the next generation without damage.
Sustainability is not possible unless all of us, 'we', act to keep balance with both the living and nonliving aspects of the environment. It involves our thought processes, thinking deeply, and realizing
our place in the universe. We are not at the center of the universe, even if it is a commonplace to
think so. We need to consider values. A developer may come to a place like Panchgani, where
people come for beauty, and think of the value of what he wants to develop--but the beautiful
landscape of Panchgani can't be given a value in terms of money. As the supreme species we
always think we're right, but we need to give value to other species, too. We need to come together
in places like this Conference, and many others, for solutions to global issues or our very survival will
be challenged. We must consider our realities; universal human values are the beginning to apply
mind and thoughts to reach consensus and avoid extinction of bio-resources and species.
Mr. Shamil Fattakhov, Founder of the Academy for Positive Behaviour, Russia,delivered his
keynote address through a recorded video from Russia. Mr. Fattakhov elaborated on the origin and
effectiveness of the Happy Hippo Show (also known as ZIPoPo) interactive theatre as a means of
addressing varieties of sensitive issues through effective consultation. This tool has been shown to
be especially effective in improving relations between students and peers as well as parents and
teachers, when employed throughout long-term sessions for continued practice in ethical decisionmaking. One of the most frequent comments made by ZIPoPo participants is that the experience
significantly increased their awareness of the consequences of their actions. Mr. Fattakhov said
that he looked forward to continued collaboration with colleagues worldwide to help the young
generation purify their characters and improve their conduct. He acknowledged the efforts of the
Bahá'í Academy in using Happy Hippo Show as an effective educational tool in its programme of
Education in Universal Human Values for personal growth and social transformation.
Dr. Arun Jamkar, the former Vice-Chancellor of
Maharashtra University of Health Sciences,
Nashik, spoke about the need for Education in
Universal Human Values. He opened his speech
with congratulations to the Bahá’í Academy for
hosting the Conference. He then elaborated on
the subject “We talk about various kinds of values
but hardly pay attention to how to inculcate them...
Do we need to teach values today? Yes!” Dr.
Jamkar displayed the poem “Mortal” (“…the values
are immortal as the God is..” ) and noted that it
speaks of the state of loss of values in each sector
of society“no sector is immune.” Referring to
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values and ethics in India, Dr. Jamkar noted that Vedic tradition upholds selfless service and that
everything and everyone should be treated with respect and dignity; “these are the guiding
force…[for knowing] what is right, what is wrong. Service to man is service to God.” Then referring
to doctors and a common perception that there is much wrong in the profession, he quoted the
familiar saying that “the patient may doubt everyone, but has faith in the physician” emphasizing the
ideal standards of morality in the profession. The Gita advises: “Do your work and don't worry about
fruits.” “Doing what you are supposed to do” means more than just going to the temples. Islam talks
of the same thing, as does Sikhism… we should study all the religions and principles and need to
find that they are all the same. Buddhism and Jainism we need comparative study of religions,
Christian ethics, values, we need it all to recognize the same language. The Bahá’í Faith tries to
bring all religions together as a source of unity…After adding a compliment to the Conference and
the beautiful setting for the Conference, he said our journey towards teaching values and teaching
ethics is continuing…[because] as we are a secular country, and values were not being taught in the
classroom, we needed to go slowly in starting the programme [referring to efforts in bio-ethics for
students of medicine]. We need moral leaders, moral teachers, because students see and follow
them. They hear what we say but what we do, they also watch… “with hidden curriculum”. Dr.
Jamkar closed with a quotation in Marathi and a display of the words of Mahatma Gandhi: “The
difference between what we do and what we are capable of doing would suffice to solve all the
world's problems.”
Presentations of Papers: Participants whose Paper abstracts had already been approved made
their presentations in 10 concurrent sessions, comprising 8-9 presentations in each session within
the set time limits and coordinated by a chairman in each hall. The primary language of the
Conference was English, although Marathi was the language of choice for several presentations.
A General Summary of Presentations by Subthemes (total 85)
(Note: Abbreviations: UHV= Universal Human Values ; MV= Moral Values; HV= Human Values)
1. Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from an Economic
Perspective
General (2): Ethical Finance, Study of HV expected of employees by leading corporations
Attitudes (2): Need to Teach Responsive Techniques & Values to…Enhance...Human Resource
within Organizations, Inculcating HV among workers of Warna Bazar Complex
Impact (3): Value-based biopolymeric absorbent for low cost sanitary napkins; Environment friendly
dyeing of banana fibre with natural dyes to strengthen village economy; Economic benefit of using
textile waste in structural engineering, Indicators of trust.
2. Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values From Social &
Educational Perspectives
A. Social Perspective
General (7): Need for UHV in young generation for elderly care; Reflection on geographical HV;
Weaving global unity; Promoting global awareness; Building trust using interactive theatre; Gijubhai
Badheka's book 'Diwaswapna'; Ecology of the human mind: where is home?
Attitudes (8): Harassment & women's rights; Women's reproductive rights; Gender equality (2);
Principles as understood among pre-youth; attitudes of extended families of pharmaceutical
students; Relevance of UHV among adolescents; Employer expectations of HV in employees;
Promoting gender equality among adolescent attitudes; Perception of junior college students on
business ethics
Impact (6): Impact of 'Properties' book on preparation for social action seminar- Maharashtra; HV in
NGO; significance in legal profession- Kolhapur City; Programme to inculcate HV re: concepts of
Indian Constitution; faculty development towards UHV; technology-enabled personalized learning
on social progress; Case study of relationship of employee relations & ethics in HR management to
education in HUV
Programmes (5): HV in NSS; HV in NGO; Enhancing life skills among rural/urban teachers; Issue-
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based field-work; World Ambassador Programme; Promoting gender equality with help of
government state programmes, Constitutional Validity of Section 377: Conflict Between Morality &
Law; Self-care & coping strategies when dealing with burnout & compassion fatigue; Need to
encourage Muslims to practice yoga as per postures in 'namaz' to promote UHV;
B. Educational Perspective
General (9): Efforts to create programmes (3) (in Indian higher ed, for secondary, in 2 colleges;
Need for HV in secondary education in the Caribbean; Enhancing UHV through lead colleges
Shivaji University; HV and student- teacher relationships; Need to enhance quality in trainee
teachers; Teacher's role for inculcating values among special needs children; Effectiveness of
curriculum: the Value Education: Fundamentals,
Attitudes (3): of teachers; of primary teachers re: obstacles/activities towards UHV; Knowledge &
attitudes about HV among nursing students in Satara district
Impact (6): of SLA module on NSS Motiwala Homeopathic College students; of module on moral
development of mentors; of HV programme on performance of in-service trained teachers,
Promoting UHV in the Zilla Parishad School, Lohegaon; of programme based on MV on students
grade 6
Programmes (6): Pilot-study curriculum in value education, For students in 8th grade standard;
Enhancing honesty among students in 8th grade standard, Inculcation of unity, honesty & thirst for
beauty among M.Ed students; Moral values for 6th grade students; Value education for normal and
mental retardation teachers; Migration of Faculty from India to Foreign Countries; Educational
Justice: A Universal HV, Inculcating UHV Through Inclusive Education; Study of Autonomous
Certificate Exam conducted by MAEER MIT, World Peace Center, Pune
3. Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from a Scientific
Perspective
General (4): General need (2); For engineering students; Ethics in the cyber world
Attitudes (3): Toward eye donation; Case study of 20 families in context of Walking the Straight Path
Impact (5): Of Vivekwahini in promoting HV in School & College Students; Promoting rectitude of
conduct among students in Wai village; Retention of training among homeopathic medicine
students; Training in the Highly Ambitious Training Association, Vidya Prabadhin
Programmes (1): UHV for Pharmaceutical Students
4. Sub-theme: The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from an Environmental
Perspective
General (3): Study of HV in an environmental project; Role of UHV in implementing sustainable
environmental projects; Colorants from microbial sources for value-added textiles: a study from
perspective of UHV
Attitudes (1): Re: global warming & climate change-urban Pune,
Impact (2): Of safe plastics waste management & societal responsibility; Of using sustainable
modified natural fibre to combat oil spills
Programmes (9): In processing/recycling Natural Dyes (3); Pomegranate Rind; Clothing textiles;
Textile colour removal; Textile waste processing; Xylanase processing for empowering women
through papad making; Inculcating HV through Biology among Jr. college students; Articulation of
Ethical HV on Environmentalism by Indian Judiciary
Valedictory Function: Guests of honor at the valedictory were: Dr. Arun Jamkar, Former ViceChancellor, MUHS;Dr. S.N. Pathan, Former Vice-Chancellor, RSTM Nagpur University and VicePresident ICCR, New Delhi; Dr. N. J. Pawar, Former Vice-Chancellor, Shivaji University, Dr. JeanPierre Mean; and Dr. Jeanne Aguirre. The Valedictory Function was held under the Chairmanship
of Dr. D.R. More, Director, BCUD, Shivaji University. Dr. Shashi Gaikwad, Conference Coordinator,
welcomed the dignitaries and the participants to the Function. This was followed by a photo-
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overview PPT of the Conference prepared by one of volunteers from ICT, Mumbai, feedback
statements by 3 participants, and feedback by five of the resource persons namely Dr. N. J. Pawar,
Dr. A. Jamkar, Dr. S. N. Pathan, Dr. J. P. Mean, and Dr. J. Aguirre.
One of the participants Dr. Narayan, Principal of Shahaji Law College of Kolhapur, said: “We are all
humans, not in-humans, but being humans we still commit so many mistakes. We are not following
certain values. But after attending this two days' Conference I came to know what is meant by
values, what is meant by ethics, how many kinds of values are there, social values, moral values,
ethical values, legal values, medical values, professional values, administrative values and many
others. Now I have confidence about these values that were unknown to me earlier. Please follow
these values.”Another participant from Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra Open University said:
“We learnt many things in this Conference and could see the real meaning of unity in diversity
through this international conference.”
Dr N. J. Pawar said I appreciate the Bahá'í Academy for taking the lead in organizing this
Conference here. I have been associated with this institute for the last five years and I have been
coming here. I have observed the discipline and the way they conduct all their activities, not only in
organizing such kinds of Conferences, but also in programmes for students. Shivaji University has
been taking advantage of this institute in terms of bringing students and developing their leadership
capabilities. Therefore I like to give my appreciation for all its efforts from the inception to reach out to
the masses, not only the youth as many senior citizens are also here. That is what I like to
appreciate. Therefore I put on record all my appreciation for this particular institute and also wish
you all good luck.
Dr. Jamkar gave final congratulations to the conference, saying “All of you have learned a lot of
things about values. I want you to go home and try to teach the values by your own means.” He also
added: “Let us make some statement…and put it out to society…Society should know what we are
doing. The proceedings should go to the press…for release everywhere and should be published
because we are doing everything to protect man in society, even the poor man…” He also
encouraged participants to use balance in social research and include qualitative research: “Do the
research, follow the checklist, validate it, and publish.”
Dr. S. N. Pathan said: Values are not taught but learnt. When
I completed my education through adverse situations I leant
the dignity of labour. I'll never forget it and always practice it.
When I became a College Principal in Mumbai, I had no
problem with the non-teaching staff members because I
believed in the dignity of labour. I said they were my
strength; similarly when I became the Vice-Chancellor of
Nagpur University I had no problem with the non-teaching
staff members. Therefore, adverse conditions teach us
values. Politeness and humility I leant when I was working
as a student, in half shirt and half pants, at Shivaji University.
The success of one's life is his values. I really congratulate Shivaji University, Dept. of Education, for
this Conference. I request the Academy to have intensive training for MIT's Youth Mission students.
I look forward to be associated with the activities of the
Bahá'í Academy and Shivaji University.
Chairman of the Function, Dr. D.R.More, Director, BCUD,
Shivaji University, summed up the Conference
presentations and discussions, emphasizing that values
should not merely be discussed but rather must be lived.
He praised the Values Education programme of the Bahá’í
Academy for the positive effects over the last 15-16 years of
the Education in Human Values programme at Shivaji
University, saying that “all these values were there, but
people forgot.” He emphasized that “Charity begins at
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home…I can't tell you, or have a right to tell you, how to be in society unless I am doing it
myself…How many universities are there? And how many Bahá’í Academies? One! I think there
should be a Bahá’í Academy in every State (of India). This can happen in these places also in future,
I hope.” Dr. More concluded with thanks to all.
Due to the consensus of opinion expressed by the closing speakers, Mr. Azadi asked whether there
should be a declaration drawn up to which the various dignitaries might put their signature, and this
was agreed upon by all. Moreover all expressed their wish to keep in touch with each other through
creating a WhatsApp group.
Conference Advisory Team Members and Volunteers were then acknowledged with trophies
presented by Mr. Lesan Azadi, after which Team Members distributed certificates to the registered
participants.
Feedback by the Participants
“The work you are doing is inspiring and has great potential for increasing the productivity and
marketing opportunities for farmers and improving their lives.” (Dr. Jeanne M. Aguirre)
“I liked the recognition of our own potentials…satisfaction of academics & freedom…applying
human values in the legal profession…an action program for values…the relationship of values to
ICT.” (Dr.Kavita Salunke.)
“It was commendable to see that corporations would live up their corporate mottoes.”(Dr. Dereck
d'Souza)
“The presentations were good, and it was more interesting when questions were asked and
answers were given.” (Ms. Leminacy Lamale)
“I liked the presentation. I think very few speeches have been done on this subject.” “The research
paper should be published and make other industries aware and encourage them to inculcate
human values.” (Ms. Ashwin Jagtap)
“Important aspects of social life were included, e.g., adolescence and inclusive education.” “Good
presentation on how technical projects in ICT have been formulated considering human values.”
(Dr. A.S. Dhake)
“Good explanation, clear, understandable. It is the first research that I have heard that deals with
migration of faculty, as this is what happens in today's world, especially India. Research should
continue as to what is really the cause…that has led to brain-drain, as this is what is happening in
India.”
“Good presentation. It talked about how we as humans can help change our world through our
thoughts.”(Betsydora Mawlong)
“This presentation explained a good use of technology for positive impact on half the world's
population.” (Armaiti Shukla)
“It was really nice to see students of Ph.D. presenting papers their research topics were innovative.”
(Rohan Manerker)
“This presenter presented in Marathi so she could explain her emotions from the bottom of her
heart.” (Dr. Pratibha S. Desai)
AND MORE GREAT COMMENTS…
“Thank you for a passionate and inspiring address on the social aspects of economics! I was
inspired by every part of your presentation.”
“Wonderful presentation on the temple-flower re-cycle and processing initiative.”
“Thank you for a very thorough and inspiring presentation on aspects of responsibility and trust in
the social contract.”
“This was (the most) unique presentation I have ever seen. I really liked the idea of this
presentation.”
“Good presentation as it mainly deals with study of curriculum and the ways of teaching, as this is
what is needed in today's education.”
“Detailed work through 9 ways of determining Trust.”
“Spending time with youngsters seems to be the solution.”
“Presentations of content were very good. All presenters have done great efforts.”
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“Feedback from the expert was remarkable and very specific, to the point.”
“Very good research problem on this topic.”
“This presentation should be published; and education should be given to teachers as well as
students.”
“I liked all nine of these presentations!”
“A detailed case study was presented good paper and presentation.”
“Core emphasis was on school education and its growth with human values. It was great!'”
“While people were asking questions it was feeling like fun getting extended!”
“The paper-presenters were really resourceful and excellent. All the papers were research-based.”
“Had a great time!”
“A student from ITC Mumbai presented confidently.”
“Important topic and good effort to motivate the students.”
“Good effort to sensitize the future generation.”
“Very good to see real-life adaptation of universal human values. Commendable job.”
“Excellent work being done to promote a neglected area of women's health in India.”
“Once again it is heartening to see that efforts are being made to promote 'Make in India' and
empower the poor.”
“Thank you for your very interesting research and creative vision!”
“A sound and statistical study, well-focused.”
“Though an abstract, it created interest to go through the paper and raised many important
questions.”
“Very exhaustive and well-conducted study.”
“I liked the social utility of this research project.”
“A sensitive topic, extremely well handled.”
“I feel you should really work on this to bring it into practice to help poor people.”
“I liked the presentation on the need for universal human values among engineering students.”
“Nice theme in this presentation. Keep it up.”
“I enjoyed & learned a lot during this session about various methods of values inculcation.”
“A knowledgeable session, all presenters nicely motivated.”
“This is the first research I've heard about eye donation.”
“The Chairman summarized the papers very clearly.”
“The whole thing was awesome!”

AND A FINAL CONGRATULATORY REMARK...
A closing comment from one of the honored guests: “How many universities are there in India? And
how many Bahá’í Academies? One! I think there should be a Bahá’í Academy in every state in
India.” (Dr. D.R. More, Director, BCUD, Shivaji University)
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~hmB© AH$mX_rMo d¡pídH$ _mZdr _yë` {ejUmda AmYm[aV JrV

OÝ_ _mZdr Amho AX²>^yV, aËZm§Mr Va ImU (2)
{ejUÛmao {VMo àH$Q>Vo gm¡J§{YV CÚmZ (2)
hr Amho AmZ§X ~hmB© AH$mX_r OmU (2)
|| Y¥ ||
{ejU hoMr ~«rX Agmdo, {Xì` Ü`o`{ZîR²>m
^m¡{VH$ Z¡{VH$ JwU dmT>{dVr, ZoVrnXloîR>m
Am¡Xm`m©Mo gX²JwUA{n©Vr ZrVrMo daXmZ(2)
hr Amho AmZ§X ~hmB© AH$mX_r OmU (2)
|| 1 ||
d¡`{º$H$ Vmo {dH«$_ gmYwZ gw{Xì` CÞ`Z
j_Vmhr gwàgÞ R>odr _ZmV ^a^éZ
BWo C_Q>Vr kmZmMo Vo A_yë` A_¥V H$U (2)
hr Amho AmZ§X ~hmB© AH$mX_r OmU (2)
|| 2 ||
bmo^g Vo gm¢X`© {nnmgm Am{U énm§JU
gË` em§Vr AZ² gwg§JVr hr bm^Vgo nyU©
Aer à{H«$`m bm^o gmYo VoOmo_` kmZ (2)
hr Amho AmZ§X ~hmB© AH$mX_r OmU (2)
|| 3 ||
_moX^ao hr godm H$[aVm _mZdOmVrMr
j_Vm Vr dY©_mZ hmoB© {ZV{Xì`ËdmMr
AH$mX_rVyZ {ZË` Xadio godoMo M§XZ (2)
hr Amho AmZ§X ~hmB© AH$mX_r OmU (2)
|| 4 ||
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The Need for Education in Universal Human Values from the Economic
Perspective- Some Reflections
Keynote Address by: Prof. (Dr.) J. F. Patil
Former HOD, Dept. of Economics, Shivaji University, Kolhapur, Maharashtra, India
Eminent Key-Note Speaker Dr. Mean,
Distinguished Academicians presenting research Papers,
Honourable Participants, Mr.Azadi,
Ladies and Gentleman,
As the Keynote Speaker of this 1st session of the 1st International Conference on Universal Human
Values, my humble Namaste to You All.

Making observations as the Speaker of the pre-lunch session is a delicate and difficult task. This
predicament becomes more sensitive when one realizes the vital importance and human relevance
of the broad theme of the conference and session specific sub-theme. As a matter of necessity, I
have to be as precise as possible to ensure most productive use of very limited time at my disposal.
At the outset, I congratulate and thank the organizers for this conference on Universal Values when
all around, most of the intellectual as well as social leader speak and promote material values such
as maximization of satisfaction from consumption of goods and services, maximization of profit in
production and trade (distribution), concentration of power through manipulation of social attributes
like language, caste, creed, region, sex, religion and even colour and complexion. I believe Mr.
Azadi has, as the main inspiration of this enterprise, accumulated a substantial capital of this
enterprise, Punya (Goodness) much more in value than the cost in terms finance and human effort
which went into this event.
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For me human values are those concepts, patterns and explanations and principles which govern,
shape and enrich peaceful, harmonious, affectionate inter-relations between various units and subunits of the human society.
Looking back to history of World civilization, it is very evident that love, sympathy and empathy
constitute the basic foundations of social life. A family, a tribe, a community, emerge and exist
strongly because of this love and affection for each other. All religions harp on love for each other.
The trinity, of principles - liberty, equality and fraternity, which triggered French revolution and
created everlasting impact on human civilization are basically universal human values, Truth- gË`_²,
Good- {ed_², and Beauty- gw§Xa_², constitute the basis of Indian Culture, evidences of which are spread
across the sub-continent of India and South - East Asian Countries. Mahatma Gandhi - in the 20th
Century made 'truth and non-violence' the basis of his whole life's philosophy. Lord Mahaveer, the
main proponent of Jainism, maintained truth, non-violence, non-stealing, aparigraha (minimization
of possessions or renunciation and chaste-behavior) as the panch-sutri of universal religion. Great
Buddha maintained love and tolerance as the basis of happy social life. Dharma intrinsically means
that which sustains and develops.
Christians highlight, "love thy neighbor as thyself and emphasizes "Unto this last", where this last
"encompasses all poor, destitute, disabled and helpless, sick and suffering." Most of the sensible
religious (not religion's) leaders maintained and propagated simple but universal values. Biblical
“Ten commandments” are again an example of primary social values. The Sant tradition in
Maharashtra emphasizes good (high) thinking and simple living and brotherhood. I do not consider
myself an authority on religion, but I believe that, all religions Western and Eastern do have an
invisible but organic link in the fact that, all religions (pure and undistorted) have common human
values structure. It is our moral duty to strengthen these organic links.
Now, let me come to universal human values in the context of Economics, which was once
described as a dismal science, but which, now, queen of social sciences, as described by Nobel
Laurette, Paul Samuelson as the "Great conversation of the Age." However, looking at Economics
as a positive science, most of the basic postulates of economics essentially clash with brotherhood,
fraternity, love, sympathy, empathy which are higher level human values.
All economic behavior, individual or collective, is essentially guided by a force which we call selfinterest (Smithian invisible hand). Protecting and maximining self-interest leads to that kind of
human behavior which discounts, all the basic universal values which we initially elaborated, selfinterest of a seller tends to exploit buyer (consumer). Self-interest of a land owner leads to rent
maximization. Self-interest of a money lender tends to exploit the poor borrower whereas a very rich
borrower may and indeed loots the lenders. Self-interest of a producer leads to profit maximization via surplus value which he obtains from exploiting workers both as labour and as consumer. Here, a
natural question emerges, “is economics concerned with values?” Sir Lionel Robbins, “one who
caught the objective essence of Economics in his famous definition. In the process he made it clear
that "whatever economic is concerned with; it is not concerned with ethics or economics is neutral
between ends (or values).” Adam Smith considered economics as a science of wealth. Marshall
was a little more liberal when he described economics as a study of human behavior, more
particularly material aspects of it.
It was with the early rise of socialist thinking perhaps beginning with the last of the classicals, J.S.
Mill, that considerations of universal human values imperceptibly percolated economic thinking.
The entire Marxian edifice is erected on the theory of surplus value based on unavoidable
exploitation of labour due to capitalist production relations. It was this Maxist concern for avoiding,
minimizing or negating exploitation that seeds of Marxist revolution- negation capitalist values like
private property, laws of inheritance, emphasis on contract law. Implicit sanction for violent change,
ultimately curtailed the effective spread and at a much later stage, introduced the concepts of
market socialism and emergence and spread of welfare state as also a separate branch of Welfare
Economics, based on Manshallian concept of consumer surplus, later followed by application of law
of diminishing marginal utility of money and broadly income.
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Universal human values of charity, equity, non-exploitation (non-violence); anti-poverty legislation,
pro-worker legislation, progressive taxation, subsidization, poverty alleviation plans and
programmes, laws of inheritance, property, wealth, gift and even consumption restricting taxation,
all became a part of the widely accepted policies in latter half of twentieth century.
In economics, fighting poverty everywhere became a social concern - Better, more egalitarian
distribution of wealth and opportunity, assured employment, health / food security, right to education
became prominent policy avenues. Welfare economics maintains that more equal distribution of
materials enhances welfare.
I would attribute restoration of universal human values in the space of Economics mainly to thinkers
like J.S.MIll, Marx, Alfred Marshall, A.C.Pigou, J.M.Keynes, Pareto Tiebout, Downs, SamuelsonBergson (Compensation Principle) and subsequently a phalanx of anti-poverty, anti-inequality, and
anti-unemployment economists, in the old, new and third World. Of particular significance is the
work of A.K.Sen and John Rawls, Stiglitz- who talk of empowerment enabling, equity, justice and
fairness of public policy.
Yes, at present economics is not restricted only to wealth, growth rates, profit maximization but it is
becoming more and more a humane, social science, with greater possibilities of measuring human
happiness in terms of Universal Human Values. Unto this last of Bible, Pareto optima, Samuelson
Bergson compensation principle, John Rawls' fairness principle and a much deeper understanding
of human behavior (utility, indifference, satisfaction) based on advances in psychology and
application of quantitative techniques as also revolution in communication and transparency
resulting from IT. Economics is becoming more and more concerned with love, affection, caring and
sharing (co-operation) equity, non-exploitation and anti-poverty, liberty and world fraternity, which
are the Universal Human Values.
I would like to conclude with the prayer (ngm`XmZ) from Bhagwatgeeta -

gd}{n gw{IZ: g§Vw, gd}g§Vw {Zam_`:
gd}^«Ðm{U ní`ÝVw, _m H$píMV Xþ:I_mßZw`mV.
Thank you.
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Combating Corruption with Human Values
Keynote Address by: Dr. Jean-Pierre Mean,
Attorney at Law, Geneva, Switzerland

Corruption has been with us since the earliest ages of humanity and was considered a fixture of
societies during a long time. It was not only tolerated but also practiced openly. In recent times, the
perception of corruption has changed and it is no longer considered acceptable. However, far from
disappearing, corruption has gone underground and needs the shady environment of straw men (or
women) and offshore tax havens to continue to prosper. Quite recently, in the last 5 years or so,
corruption has been very much the order of the day. Spectacular corruption cases have filled the
media, such as the Petrobras case in Brazil, or the never ending FIFA saga as well as many others at
the international as well as on the local level. I think that it is correct to see this new focus on
corruption as reflecting a new attitude towards it.

If this is indeed the case, this has to be heralded as a progress and an opportunity to tackle the issue
head on.
But why is it, then, that corruption has become unacceptable to day, after being accepted or at least
tolerated as a normal way to do business and rule countries?
And what is corruption really? It comes by many names: bribery, extortion, trading in influence, graft,
greasing the wheels, conflicts of interests, revolving doors, clientelism, patronage, nepotism,
favouritism, facilitation payments. What do all these deeds or rather misdeeds have in common?
The answer to this question is derived from our modern perception of the state, whereby all power
rests with the people. As it is not practical to have the people involved in each and every decision,
this power is delegated to a smaller group in what the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau has
termed a “social contract”. According to Rousseau, those in government are trustees of the people
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with a fiduciary duty to exercise their office in the public interest and not in their own interest.
Corruption is precisely a breach of that fiduciary duty and of the social contract; in short it is a breach
of trust or the abuse of entrusted power for private gain. This is the common thread connecting all
forms of corruption.
Legally, this breach of trust runs afoul of the element holding the system together in the modern
State, which is the impersonal rule of law. In modern times, the expression is traced back to Samuel
Rutherford, a 17th century Scottish theologian, and to A.V. Dicey, a British lawyer and constitutional
expert. However, before them Aristotle had already stated that
“[And] the rule of the law[, it is argued,] is preferable to that of any individual. [On the same principle,]
even if it be better for certain individuals to govern, they should be made only guardians and
ministers of the law”.
The rule of law implies a whole legal architecture. On the top is the constitution, which determines
how the state power is to be exercised and by whom and that is also the depositary of the rights and
obligations of the citizens, thus reflecting the implicit rules of the social contract. Based on the
constitution, laws and regulations are promulgated to cover specific areas.
The rule of law is an abstract rule, which applies equally to all people and situations. But how is the
rule of law established? What is its genesis?
If we look at the many laws that our governments are producing, we notice that there are two kinds of
laws.
Some laws are purely organizational in nature. This is e.g. the case of the law whereby we have to
drive on a certain side of the road. It does not make a difference whether it is the left-hand side as in
England and the Commonwealth or the right-hand side of the road as in most other countries but it is
important that everybody uses the same side. If a group of people, coming from a variety of
countries, landed on a desert island after a shipwreck and prospered enough to build a road, they
would not know on which side of the road they should drive before they got together to make that
decision. And if one day, assuming that had further prospered, one of them crossed the continuous
white line in the middle of the road to pass a vehicle on an otherwise desert road, they would not feel
a much worse person for that. However, he or she would certainly not do it if the car he or she was
trying to pass were a police car. This kind of laws is dictated by practicality alone and does not
appear to have strong links with what is good or evil. Their observance is related to the fear of
punishment.
Other laws have a totally different background. This is e.g. the case of the command “Thou shalt not
kill”. To come back to our group on a desert island, they would not need to debate whether killing
people should be legal or not. They would know, before promulgating any law, that it is something
that could never be permitted in any society. And if one of them did intentionally kill or even attempt
to kill his or her neighbor, he or she would not only be rejected from the group, but he or she would
also be haunted by his or her deed. Even the Nazis who machine-gunned hundreds of thousands of
people in Eastern Europe had difficulties to put up with what they were doing and it is largely to
alleviate that burden that the gas chambers were introduced. This illustrates that, even in countries
that have practically legalized murder like Nazi Germany, this does not erase the perception that
murder is unacceptable and evil. This kind of laws is inspired by a preexisting perception of what is
right or wrong. These laws may serve to codify certain social rules but they do not create them;
indeed, these rules would apply even without being incorporated in the legal framework.
Compliance with these rules is imprinted in the human mind more than in the fear of punishment.
This is why there is a consensus among specialists that the death penalty is not an effective
deterrent to crime. Murder is indeed first and foremost a moral rather than a legal transgression. It
and other crimes of the same kind precede the establishment of a legal order.
However, the extent of this precedence may change over time as illustrated by the death penalty.
Not so long ago, all countries made an exception to the command “thou shalt not kill” in the case of
particularly heinous crimes. In recent times, however, the death penalty has been abolished in a
large majority of countries. Some have abolished it altogether, some for all but for special
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circumstances (e.g. crimes in time of war), and some have put a moratorium on executions. A few
retain it, like India, but even there the number of executions is constantly declining and there is a
debate on the abolition of the death penalty. The perception of the death penalty has thus changed
and the command “Thou shalt not kill” is evolving from a relative command to an absolute one.
These considerations teach us two things. The first is that some laws derive their effect essentially
from the fear of punishment whereas others are deeply rooted in the human conscience. The
second thing is that these roots change over time.
Corruption is a perfect example of a behavior at the crossroad of crime and transgression. We do
not need a law to know that there is something wrong with corruption. However, this consciousness
has been historically rather weak and it is only recently that corruption has started to be perceived as
more than a trivial offense if at all. This new perception is essential to a successful combat against
corruption. It is only by a new attitude towards corruption that the law will unfold its full effect. The
lack of that perception until a recent past, and still in many countries, explains why the laws against
corruption have had or still have so little effect.
In addition, in the case of corruption, the deterrent effect of the law is particularly weak because
corruption implies two parties who both have an interest to keep their transaction hidden from the
public. In other crimes, like theft, the victim of the thief is directly involved and has an interest to
report the theft. With corruption, the victim is the public at large. It is not directly involved in the
corrupt activity and has no or only a vague knowledge about it. Furthermore, corruption involves
people in power who can use that power to prevent disclosure of their crime and to resist its
investigation. The corrupt head of state, minister or civil servant uses that power not in the public
interest but in his or her own and he will also use that power to cover up his actions.
In order to remedy the weakness of the law in addressing corruption and to overcome the resistance
of corrupt officials, it is necessary to reinforce the consciousness that corruption is essentially
wrong and morally reprehensible.
Fortunately, the advent of the information age is helping us in this respect. The new technology has
made it impossible to keep data under the lid of secrecy. The paper documents that could be safely
hidden in a safe deposit box are now reduced to binary electronic impulses that can be accessed
legitimately (and also illegitimately) and exposed publicly. The reality of corruption can no longer be
swept under the carpet. This exposure has led to a tremendous rise of consciousness about
corruption.
Exposure of corruption is a first step towards healing but it is not sufficient. In order for things to
change, there must be a radical change in attitudes. Attitudes are determined not by the law but by a
value reference framework. While values transcend us, we can, with some effort, recognize and
integrate them. To use terms borrowed from modern technology, our minds need to be re-formated
for values to take their place on our internal hard disk.
It is not until this has taken place that corruption will not be eliminated but become a marginal rather
than general occurrence.
What are then the values that will allow this to happen?
The starting point is doubtless “integrity” because it includes both the idea of adherence to a moral
code and the quality of being complete or whole. The firm adherence to a moral code is the essence
of incorruptibility because corruption consists of a derailment from otherwise applicable rules to
serve one's interest in a specific case. Being complete reinforces that by conveying the idea that an
individual will not apply double standards as is necessarily the case when the standard applied by
the corrupt official will depend on the amount of the bribe or on whether there is a bribe at all.
Other values that come to mind under the overarching concept of integrity are trust, trustworthiness,
honesty, consistency and commitment to the public good.
Trust is very relevant to corruption because, as we have identified it, corruption is a breach of the
trust put in an official pursuant to the implicit social contract .Officials would not be appointed or
elected if it was known that they would use their office for their own benefit. That this still happens to
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a unacceptable extent is due to the possibilities that exist to hide the proceeds of corruption so that
its extent remains unknown, However, recently, the world has discovered in shock the dark side of
the financial system when it was exposed by journalists in waves of revelations dubbed Swissleaks,
Luxleaks or Panama Papers. We can only hope that from now on, opaque structures and banking
secrecy will no longer be available to the corrupts.
Related to trust is trustworthiness, which is actually the mirror image of trust. It is the virtue which
permits to earn trust. Unfortunately, today, very few officials or politicians are considered as
trustworthy. This is a real threat for democracy. Trustworthiness takes a long time to build and can be
destroyed in the blink of an eye. It does not take many corrupt officials to be corrupt for trust in the
whole system to be destroyed. Trustworthiness is therefore a value that has to be cultivated at all
levels of government if it is to retain its credibility.
A further value related to trust and trustworthiness is honesty. This is the quality of being fair and
truthful. Truthfulness is essential in combating corruption because corruption necessarily implies
lies and doublespeak in order to cover up the corrupt activity. Lying is used to deny the receipt of
bribes and doublespeak is used to make them appear to be the legitimate remuneration of
imaginary services. Fairness further includes an element of justice. Justice has various facets : it
has an element of equality, meaning that the same situations have to be judged in the same way ; on
the other hand, justice does not exclude rewarding merits where different circumstances justify
steering away from equality. Corruption cannot be reconciled with either facet because it leads to
arbitrary decisions that respect neither the principle of equality and non-discrimination nor a just
reward of those who deserve it.
A further important element of integrity is consistency. This refers to the ability to stay on the same
course, when pressures from outside mount to make an exception in a specific case. The pressure
may arise from the strong desire to close an attractive business deal in a situation where
competitors do not shy away from corruption to gain a competitive advantage. Consistency requires
discipline and courage.
Last but not least, commitment to the public good is the ability of those in office to ignore their own
interests in order to perform their tasks in the best interest of the public. The mere suspicion that
officials give their own interests precedence over those of the public is immediately perceived as
corruption and officials must therefore not only avoid any conflict of interests but also the
appearance of such a conflict.
These are the values that are essential to efficiently combat corruption. There are other values that
may be helpful in that respect and actually all virtues will be helpful. However, a reference
framework including these values will go a long way to take most corruption out of the public life.
By way of conlusion, the ideas expressed in this presentation are:
- The modern state has brought an improvement to earlier forms of government by introducing
the idea that all power rests with the people and is only delegated to those in government in trust;
- The rule of law aims to solidify the architecture of the modern state by establishing a neutral term
of reference which applies to all ;
- The rule of law alone is not sufficient to efficiently combat corruption because it cannot modify
attitudes and because the deterrent effect of the law is very low in the case of corruption as only
few cases are brought to court ;
- Attitudes towards corruption will only change by promoting and developping a value reference
system based on integrity ;
- The values which will permit to combat corruption efficiently include trust, trustworthiness,
honesty, consistency and commitment to the public good.
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Bullying and the Need for Transformation of Character
Keynote Address by: Dr. Jeanne M. Aguirre
R. Buckminster Fuller Center for Spirituality & Sustainability At Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville, Illinois, USA

It's an honor and a pleasure to be here today, bringing greetings and congratulations to this First
International Conference on Universal Human Values, and representing the Buckminster Fuller
Center for Spirituality and Sustainability located on the campus of Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville (SIUE), Illinois, USA.
Richard Buckminster Fuller (1895-1993) was an
American systems theorist, architect, and
inventor. He was passionately concerned with
preserving “humanity's sacred connection to
each other and to planet Earth,” with “making the
world work for 100% of the people through
spontaneous cooperation, without ecological
damage or offense to anyone.” He was popularly
known for many sustainable ecological
innovations in fuels and architecture (such as the
geodesic dome), but also for concepts such as
'ephemeralization' (doing more with less) and
'synergetics' (the theory of combined energies
yielding more than the sum of the contributed
parts). He was also the tireless champion for
social change and justice that allowed the full
realization of individual potential.
Fuller did not claim any religion, yet he was a
profoundly spiritual and deep thinker who spent
several years in complete silence and creative
meditation. I recall his saying, at a college event
many years ago, that “Life is the spirit incarnate in
time.” Such a profound awareness of the sacred
aspect of life! “We feed the material body with
food,” he said; “We feed the human mind and
spirit with elevated nourishment.” In that legacy,
the Fuller Center on the SIUE campus serves as a beacon for global unity, connecting all spiritual
and cultural traditions through common concern for the planet.
So as its representative, I want to bring some thoughts to you today regarding the importance of
building individual values and behaviors in the education and social areas that can accomplish the
larger goals of peace, equality, and human dignity that concern us all.
Of course, the first questions asked in the aspect of education are “what values should we adopt as
universal, in educating youth?” …and “who decides this important issue?” These same questions
have been asked for thousands of years. Despite any cultural differences, we know that the values
we choose are important for organizing our lives, and (borrowing the phrase of Kofi Anan, previous
secretary-general of the UN) that every society needs to be “bound by common values so that its
members know what to expect of each other and have some shared principles by which to manage
their differences without resorting to violence.” And so, of course we want to educate our children
for future success in a healthy, humane society. We want our children to grow as moral beings. We
know that their character develops over time, and determines their capacity to develop individual
potential, commitment to family, and responsibility as adults in productive roles. Values influence
behavior, behaviors are actions, and actions matter a great deal to all of us.
I will suggest to you 2 simple questions not philosophical ones--to determine which values should
be considered 'universal' and those questions are: Does the resulting behavior harm or help
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humanity, with respect for all its diversity? Does it hurt by prejudice and force, or heal with
understanding and compassion for all? Surely the education of youth in the multiple values of
helping and healing holds the most promise not only for their own character but also for their
contribution to family and society as a whole.
Defects in character yield unpleasant consequences. For exampIe, in the US, it's often said that the
poor performance of our high school youth is a 'character' defect with apathetic students lacking
disciplined habits of study, and being consumed with materialistic things and absorbed in
entertainment. And it's generally agreed in popular literature that the more we suffocate ourselves
in addiction to technology and social media, we lose our essential connections to each other, and
our communities suffer.
In my own experience of over 45 years in education at both secondary and university levels, I've
witnessed that the most critical concerns about behavior of youth have typically focused on issues
related to poverty (affecting roughly 22-25% of US youth), which has been strongly associated with
dropout rates, teenage pregnancy, and difficult family situations (homes with a single parent,
violence in the home, poor parental supervision, low parent involvement with the school, and other
situations). These issues, along with religious, ethnic and racial prejudice, intolerance, and regional
communalism have been chronic social problems in the US and elsewhere for a long time, but the
most urgent concern about youth in the US today is one of behavior bullying which is especially
disturbing because it is a matter of direct personal aggression and violence. And it is symptomatic of
the much larger issue of social apathy among youth. I would call it poverty of spirit.
For perspective, the US National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) reported in 2013 that about
22% of all students ages 12-18 reported bullying in school, with the majority being female
approximately 24% vs 19% male. Similarly, more females reported being treated rudely (15% vs
13% male), being the subject of gossip (17% vs 10%), and excluded from activities (5% vs 4%).
Physical bullying was higher among male students (7% vs 5% female)and although that percent
seems small, 21% of those affected reported physical injury from being pushed, shoved, tripped, or
spit upon. Bullying affected white students (24%) slightly more than black (20%) or Hispanic
students (19%), and was lowest for Asian students (9%). Cyber-bullying (7%) seems to affect
females more than males.
All of this is especially disturbing when we consider that moral or civic education has traditionally
been present in all US public schools in some fashion throughout our history from disciplined,
religiously-based enforcement of moral behavior in the very early days of American education, to
emphasis on civic duties and responsibilities. But it is even more disturbing because the first
comprehensive federally-funded pilot-project initiatives for specific programs in character
education in US public schools began in 1995 with 46 states participating immediately and others
later joining that effort, which has continued without interruption to the present day. This time frame
suggests that the current NCES data reflect chronic anti-social behavior occurring among a student
population that was more heavily exposed to what we have 'called' character education throughout
their lives than at any other time in the history of American education. Yet bullying is recognized
(locally and nationally) as a serious social problem with youth, getting more attention than ever
before. We might well ask: Why have we not been more successful in building character in our
youth? What are we doing wrong?
Opinions about the effectiveness of our character education programs differ in many respects, and
research in this area remains in conclusive you may read dozens of articles and research studies
available online and find vastly different conclusions. This is partly due, I think, to the fact that
individual studies tap widely different populations and programs, and the programs themselves
differ quite considerably from state to state, as does the nature of implementation, follow-up
assessment, and reporting. The first national report of outcomes (US Department of Education,
Partnership in Character Education State Pilot Projects 1995-2001: “Lessons Learned”)
summarized 'lessons learned' from the period 1995-2001, most of which focused primarily on
aspects of program management, organized activities, publicity, and school-related data rather
than transformational effects on students, and was not published until 2008. This time gap (of 5-7
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years to publish a federal study) is not unusual, given that various data collection methods are used
by different states for example, student surveys (78%), teacher surveys (74%), school records
(65%) , pre-post tests (63%), parent surveys and interviews (52%), observation (39%) and focus
groups (35%). There is no single system for managing character education programs that applies to
all states.
Meanwhile, schools are taking fast steps to confront bullying, and we (the public) know that we must
do better. We must develop more comprehensive and effective strategies to improve and
intelligently implement programs aimed at developing healthy and humane values and behaviors in
youth. We know that affective behavior is nourished by experience, and that compassion is not
learned through superficial feel-good schemes. We should seek to be inspired by and learn how to
adapt well-structured, intensive, morally focused programssuch as the service learning activities
conducted at Bahá’í Academy--towards this goal. It is unfortunate that, in the US, although schoolrelated community service projects are praised and promoted, the motivation for students to
participate is often based on personal interest as a social activity, a way to get recognition or to meet
a requirement, or for some kind of tangible reward. It has been my experience that the
transformative power of true service learning in the deepest moral sense is insufficiently addressed
in public schooling. We would do well to be inspired by the Academy's model.
As Buckminster Fuller wrote, selfishness is both unnecessary and obsolete in the modern world,
where brotherhood and intelligent solutions are within our reach. Both your welfare and mine
depend upon helpfulness and cooperation, in all aspects of our very diverse communities, and the
welfare of humanity relies upon raising our youth to display sound, universal moral principles and
rectitude of conduct, with respect for the dignity of every person.
Clearly, our very survival in the modern world requires that those of us in educational roles urgently
address issues of anti-social behavior, and learn better ways to solve these problems so that
schools become communities of virtues, for the benefit of all concerned, raising responsible adult
citizens and leaders. As Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote: “ We must learn to live together as brothers, or
we will surely perish together as fools.” Indifference to the human condition built on ego, selfishness,
and preoccupation with materialism will not suffice. Just as we should not turn a blind eye to bullying
as a commonplace or insignificant stage of youthful behavior, we should not accept blindness to
suffering that we see on a daily basis and allow apathy to guide our interactions with others. Poverty
of spirit impoverishes us all.
Recalling the vision of Buckminster Fuller, to make the world work for 100% of the people, and to
build responsible, sustainable habits of behavior for our journey on this planet Earth, let us keep in
mind, always, that we are the only creatures on the planet with the capacity for intentional helping
and healing. To develop the awareness of that power to its fullest capacity, we need to feed the mind
and spirit with elevated nourishment. As Carl Sagan wrote: “When values are energized into action,
they become universal language.” With attention and commitment, the many universal values that
promote helping and healing behaviors can actually become the foundation for the first universal
language--- a universal language of peace, harmony and unity.
Resources related to this topic:
Fuller, R. B. (1970). Operation Manual for Spaceship Earth. New York: E.P.Dutton.
Fuller, R. B. (1980). Critical Path. New York: St. Martin's Press.
Fuller, R. B. (1983). Humans In Universe. New York:Mouton Press.
King, Jr., M. L. (June, 1965) “Remaining Awake Through A Great Revolution.” Commencement
Address for Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. (Available online)
Sagan, C. (1994). A Vision of the Human Future in Space. New York:Random House.
United States Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. (Available online)
United States Department of Education. (2008). Partnership in Character Education State Pilot
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Keynote Address by: Mr. Shamil Fattakhov
Founder, Academy For Positive Behaviour, Russia
Dear friends and colleagues,
It is my joy and pleasure to participate in
this Conference and share my feelings
and thoughts about the noble endeavour
we all are taking part at promoting Value
Education.
I am grateful to the Director of the Bahá’í
Academy Lesan Azadi and to Trip Barthel
who both made a great effort to support
my work in developing the ZIPoPo (Happy
Hippo) program as a practical tool that
helps young people to apply the highest
ethical principles in their lives.
It is a source of my joy to know that the
Happy Hippo Show is an integral part of
the Academy Programme of Universal
Human Values.
I am glad to know that recently the Bahá’í
Academy has been recognized as the
Research Centre for Value Education.
Interesting that the Happy Hippo program
was developed as a Value Based TV Talk
Show as a response to the serious
challenge the Russian community faced
in late 1980s-early 90s, when there was
up to 88 youth gangs in the city of Kazan the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan, one of the
provinces of the Russian Federation. Then its focus widened significantly, aiming at the problems of
the Russian society, and then later the problems of the world.
The goal of the newly designed program was then "the healing and education of society through
regular collective deepening in moral aspects, based on the highest moral principles proclaimed by
prophets of all world religions, by outstanding philosophers and prominent people, accumulated by
the wisdom of the whole of mankind."
"There needs to be a civilized way to touch on sensitive social issues through effective consultation.
When strong opinions clash, this very often brings out a spark of truth, which is much better than
having people clash," we thought. Happy Hippo touches on many issues, from the role of the family
to the gender issues, from personal behavior issues to global environmental problems and is always
directed at solving the problem.
Speaking of environmental issues, as a graduate of the Kazan State University, Faculty of Ecology
and Nature Protection, I was always interested in helping young people to understand that caring
about the nature, the environment and the planet in general is one of the most essential duties of
humankind, and there are many ways to practice it. Many of the Happy Hippo scripts are aimed to
raise awareness in environmental questions, like: saving baby birds in the nest, preventing cutting
trees, or rivers and lakes pollution, saving energy and natural resources, reducing garbage and
many other important issues. I remember one of these skits; it starts with businessman advising his
wife over the telephone not to buy fruit or vegetables from a particular vendor who uses chemical
sprays that could endanger the health of their family. Immediately following this conversation two
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people are ushered into his office, the first complaining about the pollution released by the
businessman's factory and its effects on her child. The second, who is meanwhile quietly sobbing
and obviously carrying something bulky under her coat, suddenly throws aside her wrap and
deposits a dead dog on the businessman's desk, crying that this was her beloved pet that was
poisoned by drinking from the stream next to the man's factory. At that point we interrupted the
drama and invited the audience who were business people to discuss on the topic. Business people
at the Show were galvanized by the sketch and engaged in a very energetic discussion of
environmental issues as well as ethics in business practices -- something they claimed they had not
done previously.
Scientific studies conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the ZIPoPo training among school
students in the Republic of Tatarstan, showed that regular long-term lessons lead to improvement of
relations between students and their peers, parents and teachers, raise awareness as conscious
citizens of the country, as well as lead to an increase in students' self-esteem. And this improvement
is quite noticeable, for example, up to 90% of students noted positive changes in their relations with
their peers, with their teachers and with their parents after 9 months of Happy Hippo weekly lessons
in their school.
When we asked what ZIPoPo or the Happy Hippo Show is, we usually answer that it is an interactive
performance program that teaches ethical decision making. It uses a variety of presentation modes,
including live performance, radio, television and newspaper columns. It usually involves a dramatic
skit, written, performed and directed by the participants. A challenging life situation is presented and
resolved through group discussion. ZIPoPo draws on universal human values and positive
constructive choices to arrive at ethical solutions.
The very nature of ZIPoPo™, including the encouragement of dramatic art (script-writing, acting
and directing), allows for instant creative debate to touch on real-life dilemmas, and very often for
the first time. ZIPoPo™ aims to develop consultation in the search for positive solutions, while
encouraging dialogue, positive behaviour and moral responsibility in every individual. A driving
objective is to create a safe environment that encourages participants to analyze assumptions
about right and wrong and develop the courage to think independently.
“Neurologists say that our brains are programmed much more for stories than for abstract ideas.
Tales with a little drama are remembered far longer than any slide crammed with analytics” says
John P. Kotter.
Maya Angelou said that "There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you."
The concept underlying "ZIPoPo" is to present viewers with an opportunity to look at moral or ethical
issues and to provide them with the means to approach life problems and find positive solutions
through specific dramatic examples. The power of positive example has a long and distinguished
history in Russia. It is a known fact that, following the publication in the late nineteenth century of
Leo Tolstoy's novel The Resurrection, about a man who forfeits his wealth and prominent position in
society to repent for an evil deed he committed in his youth, many readers of this popular book
radically changed their lives, confessing to crimes they had committed, donating their possessions
to charity, and performing good works.
It is extremely important for a young person to learn to be aware of the consequences of his or her
behavior. In Kazan, Russian Federation, ZIPoPo was performed many times in the Youth
Penitentiary for a group of 100 young men. Many of the dramas showed young people who commit
deeds that are close to breaking the law. In the following discussion many young inmates of the
prison said that never in their lives they had a chance to think about the consequences of their deeds
and weight the results of their behavior. “Young people must be taught in schools, even in the
kindergarten, that before doing something you have to think thoroughly what will happen then”,
many of them said. “Thanks to ZIPoPo I acquired a habit to analyze before acting”, said one of
them. “This is something I will never forget in my life”, said another one.
In 2012 UNICEF has decided to introduce a 'Happy Hippo' methodology to Theatre Groups and
Ministry of Education of Sudan, Africa, in provinces South Darfur, West Darfur and Kassala. The
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objective of this project was to create 'platforms' or 'social spaces' where young people examine of
real-life issues by dramatizing ethical and moral dilemmas as well as conflicts experienced by
young people. The methodology should facilitate discussions about constructive problem-solving
strategies that can be owned and applied by young people in their day-to-day lives. The advantage
of the use of Theatre/Talk-Show elements is that they help to air or acknowledge conflicts as well as
ethical/moral issues in a captivating and entertaining way, in order to then compile ethically-based
approaches of conflict resolution together with the audience.
Over 500 performances were attended by almost 33,000 adolescents and youth both male and
female in urban neighbourhoods of South Darfur, West Darfur and Kassala, and were involved in
discussions in a captivating and entertaining way of some real-life issues of Early Marriage, School
Health, Female Genital Mutilation, Tribal Conflicts, Drug Addiction, HIV/AIDS, and Education of
Girls. At each state the dramatic presentations as well as the discussions followed were adjusted to
fit the local cultural traditions. Approximately 37% of the audiences were young women and girls.
We are looking forward to continue collaboration with our colleagues in India and worldwide to help
young generations to purify their characters, to correct their manners, and improve their conduct, as
it is the most vital duty in this day.
Thank you and I wish you a great Conference!

With Best
Wishes
from
Mrs. Preeti Thackar,
Satara
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Mr. P.G. Morankar, Ms. Pooja Waje
A Study of the Impact of 'Properties' Book on the Participants of Preparation for Social
Action Seminar in Maharashtra
Mr. Yogesh Garud
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gm_m{OH$ _yë` {dH$gZmgmR>r {ejUmMr JaO
S>m°. lr_Vr gwOmVm M§. n§{S>V
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A Study of Effectiveness of Programme Based on Moral Values on Students of Grade
VI.
Ms. Royia Taghavi
A Study of the Impact of SLA, Module of EUHV on National Service Scheme
Programme at Motiwala Homoeopathic Medical College
Dr. Swanand Shukla

75

dmB© VmbwŠ`mVrb ~mdYZ JmdmVrb 20 Hw$Qw>§{~`m§À`m gai _mJm©Zo MmbÊ`mg§~§{YV Ho$boë`m H¥$Vr: EH$ gd}
O`d§V H$m§~io Am{U ew^_ Mm¡Jbo

89

Pomegranate Rind - A Sustainable avenue for Employment Generation in Arid or
Drought Prone Regions of India
Ms. A. J. Shukla and Prof. Dr. M. D. Teli
Promotion of Universal Human Values in the Zilla Parishad, School, Lohegaon (Girls &
Boys): A Case Study
Mrs. Sayali Meherzade Dubash
Significance of Faculty Development Towards Universal Human Values
Dr. Sunanda Arun More
A Study of Effectiveness of the Curriculum, ‘Value Education: Fundamentals’
Dr. Kavita Salunke
A Study of the Knowledge and Practices Regarding Global Warming and Climate
Change Among Urban Population of Pune City
Prof. Dr. Sonopant G. Joshi
Educational Justice: A Universal Human Value
Margarete Hoerster
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Aä`mg
gm¡. ZrVm Vw. _mir
amîQ´>r` godm `moOZm Am{U _mZdr _yë`o
àm. g§O` {R>Jio
{dÚmà~mo{YZr àemboVrb _yë`{ejU H$m`©H«$_: EH$ ì`ï>r Aä`mg
S>m°. {dO`m nmQ>rb
E-Ethics in the Cyber World
Dr. Vaishali Naik
Self-care and Coping Strategies When Dealing with the Social Contemporary
Phenomenon of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue
Maria Diaconescu
A Study to Assess Knowledge and Attitude on Universal Human Values from an
Environmental Perspective Among Nursing Students in Satara District of
Maharashtra, India.
Ms. Zarina Diengdoh, Ms. Betsydora Mawlong, Ms. Ashwini Jagtap, and Ms. Lemi Mary
Lamare
A Study of the Impact of 2 days’ Human Rights and Human Values Workshop
conducted by the Bahá’í Academy for the P. G. Students of Various Colleges of Pune
University
Mr. Parag Tandale
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Exploring the need for Education for Human Values using 21st Century Skills among
Secondary School Students in the Caribbean
Ada Leonce-Ferdinand
World Ambassador Program, Shanghai China Practical Application of Cultural
Awareness Based on Shared Virtues
Prof. Cindy Savage
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Glimpses of the Conference in Pictures
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Conference Inaugurated by
Dr. D. B. Shinde,
the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor,
Shivaji University, Kolhapur

Video Presentation by
Mr. Shamil Fattakhov
from Russia

Releasing the
‘Education in Action’
Book

Releasing the Academy Song
which is based on
‘Universal Human Values’

Mr. Lesan Azadi
and
Dr. Jean-Peirre Mean

Dr. Bharati Vaishampayan
Singing Academy Song
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Mentor’s Sharing Experiences

SNDT Professor
Ms. Armiti Shukla

Presentation in Pair

Surabhi Computer’s
Students Presentation

Relaxing Movement
During the Conference

Presentation by
Mr. Sangram Sapkal
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Young Participants

Volunteer’s Felicitation

Participants’ in Hall ‘B’

Dr. Swanand Shukla
Professor, MHMC, Nashik

Ms. Kirti Chitte

Volunteers
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Presentation by
Mr. Aranya Mallick

Presentation by
Mr. Tesfaye Tolessa Adere

Realaxing in the
Natural Surroundings

Dr. Sadhna Mitra,
a Volunteer from Bhopal

Participants in the Dinning Hall

Participants in Hall ‘A’
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Prin. Dr. Sonopant Joshi from
Symbiosis Nursing College, Pune

Dr. Sanjivanee Mahale and
Mr. Arana Mallick

Dr. Bhalbha Vibhute

Thirst for Knowledge
Father and Daughter

Souvenir Counter

Healthy Interaction in Hall ‘B’
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Lucky Restaurant
BEST SNACKS IN THE TOWN

Contact Details:
Main Road, Panchgani, Maharashtra 412805,
Ph.: 02168-240450

With Best
Compliments
from
Surabhi
College of
Advanced
Technology
(Surabhi Computers),
Wai
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Value-Added Courses for P.G., and U.G. Students, Research Fellows,
and non-Teaching Staff members

ñZmVH$moÎma Am{U ñZmVH$nyd© {dÚmWu, {agM© \o$bmoOŸ Am{U {ejHo$Îma H$_©Mmar
`m§À`mgmR>r _yë`d{Y©V Aä`mgH«$_
Courses Approved by Shivaji
University, Kolhapur
1. “Fostering Personal Development & Social
Progress”: A DIPLOMA Level Self
Development Course for U.G. Students
2. “Fostering Personal Development & Social
Progress”: An ADVANCED DIPLOMA Level
Self Development Course for U.G. Students
3. ASHA (Abilities, Skills and Healthy Attitudes):
A DIPLOMA LEVEL Skill Development
Programme For P.G. Students
4. Refresher Course for Non-Teaching Staff
Members: Creating Environments Based on
Trust & Unity.
5. Minor Research Projects in the Area of “Value
Education/Universal Human Values for
Personal Development and Social Progress”
(One or two years duration)
6. Leadership for Change (Personal &
Community): A CERTIFICATE LEVEL Course
approved by the Department for Adult and
Continuing Education and Extension Work,
Shivaji University (This course specially
offered to the students of professional
courses, such as Law, Engineering,
Pharmacy, Education, B.C.A. and B.B.A.,
Management, etc.).

{edmOr {dÚmnrR>, H$moëhmnya _mÝ`Vmàmá
Aä`mgH«$_
1. “d¡`{º$H$ {dH$mg Am{U gm_m{OH$ CÞ`Z d¥Õr”: ñZmVH$nyd©
{dÚmÏ`mªÀ`m ñd: {dH$mgmgmR>r nX{dH$m Aä`mgH«$_
2. “d¡`{º$H$ {dH$mg Am{U gm_m{OH$ CÞ`Z d¥Õr”: ñZmVH$nyd©
{dÚmÏ`mªÀ`m ñd: {dH$mgmgmR>r Cƒ nX{dH$m Aä`mgH«$_
3. (E.Eg.EM.E.- Amem) A°{~{bQ>rO- j_Vm, pñH$ëgH$m¡eë`o Am{U hoëXr A°Q>rQ>çyS²>- Amamo½`Xm`r A{^d¥Îmr:
ñZmVH$moÎma {dÚmÏ`mªgmR>r nX{dH$m ñVar` H$m¡eë`o {dH$mg
H$m`©H«$_
4. {dídmgmh© V m Am{U Eo Š `mda AmYm[aV dmVmdaU
{Z{_©Vr:{ejHo$Îma H$_©Mmè`m§gmR>r COiUr Aä`mgH«$_
5. “d¡`{º$H$ {dH$mg Am{U gm_m{OH$ CÞ`Z d¥Õr gmR>r d¡pídH$
_mZdr _yë`o/_yë`{ejU” `m joÌmV bKw emoY àH$ën (EH$
qH$dm XmoZ dfmªMm H$mbmdYr)
6. ~XbmgmR>r ZoV¥Ëd (d¡`{º$H$ Am{U gm_m{OH$): à_mUnÌ
{ejUH«$_ àm¡T> Am{U {Za§Va {ejU Am{U {dñVmaH$m`© {d^mJ,
{edmOr {dÚmnrR (hm Aä`mgH«$_ _w»`V: ì`mdgm{`H$
{ejUH«$_m§À`m {dÚmÏ`mªgmR>r Amho. CXm: {dYremó,
A{^`m§{ÌH$s, Am¡fYremó, {ejUemó, ~r.gr.E. Am{U
~r.~r.E., ì`dñWmnZ)

